1. Bell, J. R. The quadratic quotient method : A hash code eliminating secondary clustering. Comm. ACM 13, 2 (Feb. 1970) The performance of information retrieval systems can be evaluated in a number of different ways. Much of the published evaluation work is based on measuring the retrieval performance of an average user query. Unfortunately, formal proofs are difficult to construct for the average case. In the present study, retrieval evaluation is based on optimizing the performance of a specific user query. The concept of query term accuracy is introduced as the probability of occurrence of a query term in the documents relevant to that query. By relating term accuracy to the frequency of occurrence of the term in the documents of a collection it is possible to give formal proofs of the effectiveness with respect to a given user query of a number of automatic indexing systems that have been used successfully in experimental situations. Among these are inverse document frequency weighting, thesaurus construction, and phrase generation.
Term Discrimination Model
A good deal is known about the evaluation of automarie indexing and content analysis systems. Typically, a given process--for example, a term weighting system, or a phrase formation procedure--is applied to the documents of a collection and to a set of available user queries. The queries are then processed against the documents of the collection with and without the use of the indexing component under consideration. In either case, recall and precision figures are averaged over the number of available user queries, and the better system is judged to be the one with the higher average precision for stated levels of the recall. 1 When recall and precision are averaged over a number of user queries, it is difficult to generate formal proofs of the effectiveness of system components because the relative frequency of occurrence of the many possible user queries is difficult to estimate. Experimental evidence can, however, be obtained of the retrieval effectiveness of various processes by using document collections in several subject areas, together with various types of user queries. When the experimental results show similar trends in a number of unrelated environments, the presumption is strong that the experimental results are generally valid [1] .
One automatic indexing theory that has been thoroughly tested and found valuable in practice is the term discrimination model [2, 3] . In this model, a good term is assumed to be one which when assigned as an index term to a collection of documents will render the documents as dissimilar as possible; that is, it will cause the greatest possible separation between the documents in the indexing space. 2 Contrariwise, a poor term is one which renders the documents more similar, and therefore makes it harder to distinguish one document from another. The idea is that the greater the separation between individual documents, and the more dissimilar the respective index term sets (vectors), the easier it will be to retrieve some items while rejecting others; when, on the other hand, the documents exhibit similar term vectors--that is, when the document indexing space is bunched up--it will be impossible to insure the proper discrimination between relevant and nonrelevant items.
For each potential index term assigned as a content identifier to a collection of documents, a discrimination value (DV) can then be computed as a function of the difference between the space "densities" before and after the assignment of that term. The greater the dif-1 Recall is the proportion of relevant items retrieved, and precision is the proportion of retrieved items that are relevant. Ideally one would like to obtain high recall by retrieving most everything that is relevant, as well as high precision by rejecting everything that is extraneous.
2 It is assumed that the similarity between two documents (or between a query and a document) can be ascertained by computing a coefficient of nearness between them based on the similarities between the respective term sets or "vectors." ference in space densities, the more the space will have spread (because the documents will have become more dissimilar), and therefore the better the particular term will function as a discriminator. The space density may be defined as the average pairwise similarity between the documents of the collection, or more efficiently as the sum of the similarity coefficients between each document and a dummy "centrold" document defining the center of the space [2, 3] .
The best discriminators generally exhibit positive discrimination values (the density of the document space decreases when the term is assigned) ; correspondingly, the worst discriminators have negative discrimination values because the documents become more similar to each other, and space density increases. In the middle, a large number of documents may be found whose assignment does not affect the space density; the corresponding discrimination values remain near zero. When the terms are arranged in decreasing order of their discrimination values, the ordering produces a rank for each term, known as the discrimination rank (DR). The largest discrimination value then corresponds to the lowest rank.
A study of a number of document collections in different subject areas reveals a relationship between the discrimination value of an index term and its document frequency (DF), defined as the number of documents in the collection to which the term is assigned. The following relationships appear to be generally valid [3] :
(a) terms with very low document frequencies that may be assigned to one or two documents only are generally poor discriminators with discrimination ranks in excess of t/2 for a total of t existing terms; (b) terms with high DF, comprising those that are assigned to more than ten percent of the documents in a collection are the worst discriminators, with average discrimination ranks near t; (c) the best discriminators are those whose DF is neither too high nor too low, with document frequencies between n/100 and n/lO for n documents; their average discrimination ranks are generally below t/5 for t terms.
The first of these relationships may perhaps seem counterintuitive: one would expect that terms occurring with extreme rarity might be the best discriminators--obviously they should be usable to distinguish the few documents in which they occur from the remainder. The problem is that their presence, or absence, affects only very few items out of many thousands; thus the density of the whole document space measured by the average similarity between all items is hardly affected by the rare terms. The retrieval performance averaged over many user queries is similarly unaffected by the presence, or absence, of the rare terms since these terms are included at best in a very small number of user queries.
The discrimination value theory gives rise to an automatic indexing strategy in which good discriminators are used directly for content identification purposes, whereas bad discriminators--those whose document frequencies are either too high, or too low--are transformed into better discriminators by changing their frequency characteristics [3] :
(a) Terms with average document frequencies (between approximately n/100 and n/lO for n documents) are used directly for indexing purposes; these terms include the vast majority of the good discriminators.
(b) Terms whose document frequency is too high (above n/10) comprise the worst discriminators. These terms are too general in nature, or too broad, to permit proper discrimination among the documents; hence their use produces an unacceptable precision loss (it leads to the retrieval of too many extraneous items). These items are transformed into lower-frequency entities by using them in pairs (or triples) as indexing phrases. The frequency of assignment of a phrase is generally smaller than the assignment frequencies of the respective phrase components, and the phrase discrimination value is correspondingly greater. In systems using weighted terms in whic:h the~ weight functions as an index of term importance, the phrase weight might be defined as the average of the weights of the phrase components.
(c) Terms whose document frequency is too low (below n/100) are so rare and specific that they cannot retrieve an acceptable proportion of the documents relevant to a query; hence their use depresses the recall performance. These terms are transformed into higher frequency entities by including them in term classes, and assigning these term classes as content identifiers instead of the individual terms? A term class will generally exhibit a higher assignment frequency than any single element of a class with a corresponding greater discrimination value. The class weight may be taken to be the sum of the weights of the individual class elements.
The indexing strategy based on the discrimination value theory thus introduces indexing phrases generated from high-frequency components as a means for enhancing the precision performance; low-frequency components, on the other hand, are combined into term classes for recall improving purposes.
The use of the document frequency for the representation of term effectiveness is a simplifying device which is generally, but not absolutely valid. In cases where weighted document and query vectors are used, that is, where each term is assigned a weight (such as, for example, its frequency of occurrence in a given document), a more accurate indication of term value may be obtained by looking at the term frequency 3 Term classes are specified by thesauruses, or synonym dictionaries in many retrieval environments.
(or term weight) distribution across the documents of a collection.
Consider, in particular, the set of terms exhibiting a common total occurrence frequency (or a common total weight) in a given collection. If only a single frequency indicator (such as the total frequency, or the total weight) were to be utilized as an indication of term value, all these terms might be assigned the same value for indexing purposes. It turns out, however, that terms with a fiat distribution--those that have the same occurrence frequency, or the same weight, in every document in which they occur--are not nearly so effective for purposes of document discrimination as the terms whose frequency distribution is skewed. The latter may occurr with high occurrence frequencies in some documents, and much more rarely in others.
This brings up a new term value parameter usable for systems based on weighted index terms. The best discriminators among the term set exhibiting a common total occurrence frequency, or a common total weight, are normally those whose document frequency is minimal. In other words, the best terms for content representation appear to be those whose occurrence frequency, or weight may be large in individual documents, but whose total assignment frequency over the whole document collection is small [4] . The frequency or weight distribution for such terms Will be skewed, because their presence is concentrated in only a few documents.
For weighted term assignments, an appropriate indication of term value is then the inverse document .frequency (IDF) which varies inversely with the document frequency of the given term. Term value parameters based on a weighting function which includes the inverse document frequency have been extensively investigated and found to be easy to apply, and effective in retrieval [4, 5] .
To summarize, the discrimination value theory assigns the highest value to terms with average document frequency and skewed weight (or frequency) distributions. Terms with excessively high document frequencies are replaced by phrases for precision enhancement; terms with very low document frequencies are, on the other hand, grouped into term classes to improve the recall. A good deal of experimental evidence exists to validate this theory, based in each case on averaging the performance over many user queries.
Term Accuracy Model
The main conceptual difference between the retrieval model described earlier, and the one to be examined in the remainder of this study is that in the new system the evaluation of retrieval effectiveness will be based on performance optimization with respect to a
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Communications March 1977 of Volume 20 the ACM Number 3 particular query Q (rather than on the average performanee over many user queries). Consider, in particular, a user query Q. The performance criterion to be used is the ratio between the average similarity of the documents relevant to that query and that of the documents not relevant to the query. More specifically, let R and I denote the set of relevant documents and the set of nonrelevant documents, respectively, corresponding to query Q. The desired performance criterion is then
where E represents the expected value of the matching (similarity) functionfbetween Q and the document sets R and /, respectively. It is clear that a large ratio for (1) implies that the relevant items are more similar to the query than the nonrelevant ones; hence the retrieval performance should be satisfactory. The reverse is true when the ratio of expression (1) is small.
For present purposes, the similarity function f is chosen as the simple vector matching function, that is, f(X, Y) = Y~.n=lxiyi, where X = (xl, x2,..., x,) and Y = (yl, y2,..., y,) represent document and query vectors. Furthermore, initially all document and query vectors are assumed to be binary (consisting of 0 and 1 vector elements only). For the original, unmodified document and query vectors, the similarity functionfthus measures the number of matching vector elements (terms).
The indexing methods to be studied in this report are used in each case to modify the original query and document vectors Q and D, thereby replacing them by new, altered vectors Q* and D*, respectively. If the particular indexing method under investigation is effective, then one may expect that the ratio (1) improves when applied to the modified situation, compared with the original. In other words, the presumption is that a useful indexing system brings the relevant items relatively closer to the query than the nonrelevant ones. Based on such a rationaIe, the following definition is proposed.
Definition. An indexing system which leads to the replacement of the original query and document vectors Q and D by modified vectors Q* and D* is effective if
where Q* and D* represent the modified query and document vectors, and Q and D the original ones.
Before actually considering the various indexing devices, it is necessary to characterize the usefulness of the query terms based on their frequency characteristics. Consider a query Q = {qx, q2,..., qm} where q~ is the ith term assigned to query Q. The basic assumption to be made is that for any query term q~, 1 < i < m, an inverse relation exists between its document frequency and the probability that any document in which q~ occurs is relevant to query Q. In other words, one assumes that query terms which occur in many documents of the collection are not useful in distinguishing the relevant items from the nonrelevant; rare terms on the other hand, that are assigned to very few documents have a good chance of occurring in the relevant ones. Such an assumption, while not necessarily true for every term in every query, may be expected to be satisfied for large classes of query terms in many different subject areas. More formally, consider query term q~, 1 < i < m, and let r~ and ~ denote the number of documents containing q~ that are respectively relevant and nonrelevant to query Q. Using these parameters the accuracy of a query term q~ with respect to Q may be defined as its probability of occurrence in a document relevant to Q, that is, as
r,/(r~ -'F-al).
The inverse relationship between term accuracy and document frequency may now be formalized as follows: Assumption 1. Let q~ and q¢, 1 < i, j _< m, denote two distinct terms of query Q. Let r~ and rj be the number of documents relevant to Q that contain q~ and qi respectively; similarly, let a~ and crj denote the number of documents nonrelevant to Q that contain q¢ and qi • If the document frequency of q~ is at least as high as that of q: (that is, r~ + a~ >_ rj -t-~j), then one assumes that the accuracy of qj is at least as high as that of q~, or r~/(rl -k-cry) < ry/(r~ -k-~). (3) It should be noted that the accuracy of a query term is not a property intrinsic to the term, as are document frequency, or query term weight, for example. Rather it is a term property with respect to some query Q. A given term may have as many values of accuracy as there are queries in which it appears, and its accuracy might be high with respect to some queries and low with respect to some others. 4 This explains the apparent discrepancy between the experimental evidence cited earlier for the discrimination value model (that the best discriminators are terms of medium document frequency) and the current assumption that the best terms are the low-frequency ones. Averaged over a set of user queries, the most useful terms exhibit average 4 On the other hand, when two or more terms cooccur in several queries, the relative order of their accuracies is the same; that is, if the document frequency of term t~ is not smaller than that of ts, then the accuracy of t~ with respect to any query Q containing both tl and ti is not larger than the corresponding accuracy for tj. Furthermore, the well-documented variability of user relevance assessments which was earlier shown not to affect retrieval evaluation output may similarly be expected to leave term accuracy measurements reasonably constant [6] .
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March 1977 of Volume 20 the ACM Number 3 document frequency; but with respect to a specific query, the query terms that are best capable of distinguishing the relevant items from the nonrelevant are those of low document frequency. With these preliminaries, it is now possible formally to prove the effectiveness of the simple indexing devices that were previously shown effective by the discrimination value model, including inverse document frequency weighting, term class (thesaurus) generation for low-frequency terms, and indexing phrase transformation for high-frequency terms.
term q~ and a relevant document produces an increase in the query-document similarity function of w& Proceeding as above, one now obtains 
Inverse Document Frequency Weighting
The inverse document frequency (IDF) weighting method leaves the actual terms assigned to a query or document unchanged, but adds term weights that are inversely related to the document frequencies of the terms. Thus if query term q; exhibits a higher document frequency than qj, then wl _< wj, where wk is the weight of term k in the modified query Q*. Without loss of generality one may assume that in the modified query, the terms are listed in decreasing weight order, that is,
Based on these assumptions, the IDF weighting method is now shown to be an effective indexing system.
PROPOSITION 1. Under the conditions of Assumption l, the inverse document frequency weighting method is an effective indexing system.
PROOF. From the definition of r~, query term q~ is known to occur in rl documents relevant to Q. Thus q~ contributes a total of rg to the matching function between Q and the relevant document set R, that is,
f(Q, ~ 01).
D1ER
Similarly, q~-contributes r j, where 1 < j < m, to the same expression. From the bilinear property of f, one has f(Q, 01) = f(Q, ~ D1) = ~r,.
In the same way, one obtains
One concludes that 
E{f(Q,
Dx
Q.
When the document and query vectors are modified by assigning the IDF weights, a match between query When the terms in (6) are expanded, the summation ~ 1 w~2r~a~ . . drops out on both sides of the inequality. By moving the right-hand summation to the left of the inequality sign and assembling terms of the form (Wj 2 --Wk2)(rjo'k --rka~') for various values ofj and k, wherej < k, one can show that (6) Since every term in (7) is nonnegative, expression (7) is certainly satisfied, and the desired result (that (5) is not smaller than (4)) follows. The IDF weighting method is thus an effective indexing system.
Thesaurus (Term Class) Transformation
A standard information retrieval thesaurus may be used to group sets of semantically related terms into thesaurus classes. The thesaurus class weights are normally taken to be some function of the sum of the weights of the individual terms in the respective classes. For present purposes, a thesaurus method is introduced in which the number of terms per class is restricted to exactly two.
It was seen earlier that a thesaurus functions as a recall improving device. In particular, if a sufficient number of relevant documents cannot be retrieved in response to some query Q, the formation of query term classes may be expected to lead to additional relevant items, because new "related" terms are effectively introduced into document and query vectors when term classes are assigned instead of single terms. If, however, the terms included in a thesaurus class have low accuracy, then the addition of these terms to the queries is likely to lead to unacceptable losses in precision. For this reason, thesaurus classes are formed only for high accuracy terms.
More formally, let the medium accuracy for the
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The query terms in Q defined as high-accuracy terms are those whose accuracy is at least as large as the medium-accuracy. (Note that the restricted applicability used here for thesaurus construction is completely compatible with the evidence supplied by the discrimination value model. Since high accuracy implies low document frequency by Assumption 1, the high-accuracy thesaurus to be constructed here is effectively equivalent to the low-frequency term class generation indicated by the earlier DV model.)
The thesaurus construction method to be examined provides for the grouping of "semantically related" high-accuracy terms. Two terms are assumed to be semantically related if they refer to similar objects in the same context. In a retrieval environment, the context is represented by a user query, and the objects are the documents. To be semantically similar, two terms must relate the documents to a given query in similar ways. Thus, "semantic relationship" like accuracy is a term property that may change from query to query.
It is now possible to show that the modified thesaurus construction method applied to high-accuracy terms yields an effective retrieval system. PROPOSITION 2. Let qj be a term in query Q where
and let qk be a term not present in Q, but semantically related to qi. If the accuracy of qk is not smaller than that of qi, that is, if rk/(rk -t-ak) >_ ri/(rj -1-at), then the combination of qj and qk into a common thesaurus class qik produces an effective retrieval system, provided that qik is weighted in document D (or in query Q) as the sum of the weights of q~ and qk, respectively, occurring in D (or in Q). PROOF. Consider first the difference between Elf(Q*, DI*) I DI* E R} and Elf(Q, DI) [ DI C R}.
For the unmodified query Q and document class R, the contribution to the correlation of the relevant documents with the query from term qk is zero, since Q does not contain qk. Following the modification process, the contribution due to qk equals rk since there are rk occurrences of qk in R. Thus 
It is sufficient to show that 
or, equivalently, by changing the direction of the inequality and adding 1 to each side, if and only if
i=l By hypothesis, qk and qi are semantically related, and their accuracy is at least as large as the medium accuracy. This proves the proposition. It is clear that when a thesaurus contains many term classes (as opposed to only one class), a repeated application of the proposition produces an effective retrieval system.
The problem with the utilization of the thesaurus process outlined earlier is the difficulty of manually building the term classes, that is, of deciding which terms are semantically related? An alternative, possibly more practical, and equally effective procedure may then be suggested that does not use the concept of semantic relatedness for term grouping purposes. Specifically, two terms will be combined into a class provided they are both high-accuracy terms, and both occur in the same query.
The next proposition will demonstrate the effectiveness of the retrieval system: If qi and qk are combined into a thesaurus class q~k, such that the weight of q~k in a document, or query, is the sum of the weights of qi and qk occurring in the document, or query, respectively, then the resulting retrieval system is effective. PROOF. Let r,k be the number of relevant documents containing both qi and qk. There are (rj --rjk) relevant documents containing qi but not qk. The contribution to the correlation of the original relevant documents with the original query by such documents is (r~. -rjk). With the modified query and the modified documents, the contribution becomes 2(r~. -rik), since the weight of q~k in the query is 2. Similarly, the 5 There is, of course, also the question of determining term accuracy. An approximation to this latter parameter may, however, be expected to become available after the system will have been in operation for some time, and appropriate relevance assessments of documents with respect to queries will have become available.
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March 1977 of Volume 20 the ACM Number 3 contribution due to the modified documents having qk but not qj will be 2(rk --rjk). For those documents containing both terms, the contribution due to the original documents and query is 2rik, but the contribution due to the modified documents and the modified query is 4rik, since the weight of qik is 2, both in the modified query and in the modified documents. Thus 
It is sufficient to show that
Expression (15) 
Phrase Transformation
The previously described thesaurus transformation groups low-frequency (high-accuracy) terms into classes. Although each thesaurus class may be expected to have a higher document frequency (hence a lower accuracy) than the component terms, the use of thesaurus classes adds new terms with higher than medium accuracy, and the transformation proves effective. From a retrieval point of view, the use of additional content identifiers related to the original ones is a recall-improving device.
The dual, precision-improving transformation takes two or more high-frequency (low-accuracy) terms, and uses them under certain conditions to replace the original terms. This is the well-known phrase transformation. In the earlier experimental work phrases were formed of high-frequency terms that appeared in close proximity in document or query texts. [2, 3] The document frequency of each phrase cannot be higher than that of any phrase component; because of this frequency property and the close relationship between each phrase and the corresponding phrase components, the accuracy hypothesis assumed for single terms may also be extendable to phrases. Replacement of two or more low-accuracy terms by one of generally higher accuracy may be expected to prove effective in retrieval. Whereas a thesaurus class was assigned a weight equal to the sum of the weights of the class elements, the phrase weight (as in the earlier discrimination value model) is taken as the average weight of the phrase components. PROPOSITION Since all phrase components are low-accuracy terms, one has by hypothesis (k-~ rk)/(k=~ ~k)>__ max {rff~, rff~j} (20) >_ (rl + ri)/(~i + ~i).
Equation (18) is thus proved by combining the results of (19) and (20). The proof is easily generalized to phrases consisting of more than two components, showing that the phrase transformation produces an effective retrieval system.
Conclusion
The experimental evidence obtained earlier for the discrimination value model with document collections in aerodynamics, medicine, and world affairs led to the following conclusions [3] : (a) The most effective indexing units for retrieval purposes exhibit a document frequency neither too high nor too low. (b) Increases in retrieval effectiveness are produced by grouping low-frequency terms into thesaurus classes (for recall enhancement) and by using indexing phrases to replace the high-frequency components (for precision improvement).
In the present study the same transformations are shown to be formally true under the following special conditions: (a) Term accuracy is assumed inversely related to the document frequency of the terms. (b) The document and query vectors are initially assumed to be binary (the earlier experimental evidence was obtained for numeric vectors using term frequency weighting).
(c) The similarity measure between two vectors X and Y is assumed to be the inner product (e) The evaluation criterion is based on the differences in the expected values of the query-document matching functions for relevant and nonrelevant documents, respectively, instead of on the usual recall and precision computations.
None of these restrictions appears to produce fundamental difficulties in practical situations, and the formal proofs should carry over to most operational retrieval environments. Table I 
